In this paper, we present the framework of a Gene Regulatory Networks System: GRNS. The goals of GRNS include automatically mining biomedical literature to extract gene regulatory information (strain number, genotype, gene regulatory relation, and phenotype), automatically constructing gene regulatory networks based on extracted information and integrating biomedical knowledge into the regulatory networks.
Introduction
Through decades of active research, tremendous amounts of experimental data are available on the gene function and their regulation in different genomes (Goodman et al., 2004; Woods, 2004) . However, from the experimental data, embedded in tens of thousands of published literature, it is difficult for the individual researcher to extract a comprehensive view of the gene function and their regulation in different genomes. Furthermore, rapid progress of the research on different genomic sequences within recent years brings in exponential growth of related literature (Afantenos et Yandell et al., 2003) . To help individual scientists to keep up with all the new information, a complete system that not only compiles the experimental evidences but also logically integrates the knowledge related to gene function and regulation is desired.
In recent years, the extraction of knowledge from biological literature has received considerable attention. For example, Blaschke et al. (1999) used the statistical "bag of words" approach to the extraction proteinprotein interaction. Yakushiji et al. (2001) designed an information extraction system using a general-purpose full parser. There are two most used methods to extract biological knowledge: either a statistical method based on co-occurrences of proteins or genes, or a rule-based extraction method. Statistical methods are good at locating potential protein-protein interactions. But, they usually cannot provide a clear classification of interaction information. Rule-based relation extraction methods can achieve good precision and recall if the manually developed pattern is good. For example, Hu et al. (2005) developed very good pattern templates to extract protein phosphorylation information. But it is difficult to build a set of complete pattern templates even for a biological expert. In this paper, we provide a framework of a rule-based method with the help of potential informative sentences discovering. Therefore, new templates and rules can be incrementally supplemented. Figure 1 shows the system architecture of GRNS (Boeckmann et al., 2003) . It also includes some specific organism resources, for example, Pseudomonas aeruginosa Genome Database (Stover et al., 2000) for Pseudomonas aeruginosa Genome. The tasks of the Knowledge Collection and the Creation Module include: first, integrating external database data into the local database; second, creating the templates and rules knowledge for the Information Extraction Module. The Pre-Processing Module downloads the full-length biomedical texts from PubMed Database and sends the corpus of texts to the IE Module. First the IE Module does strain-number and genotype information extraction. Then IE Module does the tokenization, sentences splitter and Part of Speech tagging. Then the IE Module recognizes the gene, the protein entities, and discriminating words from the corpus of texts. Then it extracts the relation, the phenotype, and other kinds of entities based on a rule-based approach. Finally, the extracted information is normalized based on the normalized rule. After the IE Module processes the collected text, the Post-Processing Module first automatically constructs the regulatory networks based on the extracted information and specific existing knowledge, such as gene functional classes' knowledge and subsystem knowledge. Then the Post-Processing Module saves potential informative sentences into the database. Experts can browse these potential sentences and may create new kinds of rules for later use.
System Overview

System Architecture of GRNS
Data Modeling of GRNS
The main objective of GRNS is to automatically extract the gene regulatory information from a collection of unstructured biomedical text. Here, the biomedical text is any research paper. Usually these papers are downloaded from the PubMed database. But what is the definition of the gene regulatory information, and what kind of data are we interested in the information extracting? Basically, GRNS extracts five kinds of data after processing the biomedical text: the gene regulatory relation information, the strain number, the genotype, the phenotype, and unrecognized sentences. Why we need these five kinds of data? Clearly, to construct a gene regulatory network, we need the gene regulatory relation information. The regulation can be at the transcriptional level (activation or repression), the posttranscriptional (mRNA stability) level, the translational level or the post-translational (protein-protein interaction/modification) level. We need the strain number, the genotype, and the phenotype information for the data reliability reason. All this information is part of the evidence of gene regulation. They help the researcher to validate the gene regulatory relation information. For unrecognized sentences, it helps us to dis-cover new rules in the information extraction module.
Visualization Modeling of Gene Regula-
tory Networks GRNS automatically provides the visualization of regulatory networks. To do this, we provide visualization modeling of regulatory networks. Visualized regulatory networks include two kinds of information, entities and relations. In GRNS, there are seven kinds of entities: genes, proteins, operons, products, mergedgenes, subsystem, and step. An operon is a group of key nucleotides sequences that are controlled and usually function as a unit. GRNS has simple operons and complex operons. In a simple operon, there is no relationship between operon's genes. In a complex operon, there are relationships between the operon's genes. Merged-genes are not natural genes and they are used to improve the layout.
Step is used to describe the biomedical process. A subsystem usually means a group of related functional roles which are jointly involved in a specific aspect of the cellular machinery. In GRNS, there are more than ten kinds of relations between entities, such as DNA binding, RNA binding, protein binding, the two-component regulatory system, the signal molecule production, signal sensing, the product, the signal/molecule binding, activate, required for and repress. We provide notations and symbols for visualization modeling of the regulatory networks to generate interactive graphical regulatory networks for subsystems or the whole genome. Figure 2 illustrates these notations and symbols, including three kinds of information: entities, relations, and color information for different function classes. Fortunately, most biomedical papers provide the strain table in a standard format. We find out that there are some rules to help us to recognize the strain tables. For example, to find where the strains table start, we found most of the strain table names include "strains" or "plasmids", such as, "Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study", "Strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study", "Bacterial strains and plasmids". If we get one line text like " each column is, we found in most cases, these columns are also in a standard format. Most tables include three columns, the first one for the strain number, the second one for the genotype, and the last one for the reference information. To recognize these columns, we can follow these patterns. The column name for the strain number usually includes strain or plasmid, such as, "Strain or plasmid", "Strain, plasmid, or oligonucleotide". The column name for genotype usually includes genotype or description or characteristics, such as, "Description or sequence", "Characteristics" or "Description". The column name for reference usually includes the reference or the source, such as, "Reference", "Source or Reference". Based on this information, we can recognize the column names. To recognize the strain number and genotype information, we also found there are some rules to help us. For example, we find out that most strain numbers are one word. If the strain number is more than one word, usually the first word of the multi-words strain number is also a strain number itself. One example of multiwords strain number is "PAO1 ncr". Here PAO1 itself is a strain number. So, we can analyze the strains table using all these rules.
Gene, Protein and Discriminating words
Recognition After strains table analysis, the IE Module first performs the tokenization, sentences splitter and Part of Speech tagging. To tag the words with POS labels, it uses the Brill part-of-speech tagger (Brill, 1995) . After POS tagging, IE performs term recognition and variant detection to recognize discriminating words and Gene/Protein names. Discriminating words recognition is relatively simple: given the pre-defined words set, with the detection of synonym and different verbal form, we can detect the synonym with the help of a synonym dictionary and label the discriminating words with any verbal form. Recognizing the Gene/Protein names is challenging. We need to take care of the problems of the expanded form of abbreviation, homology and aliases. To deal with these problems, we use a gene-dictionary of aliases and abbreviation. We construct the gene-dictionary by combining multi-database recourses, such as the SWISS PROT and the Pseudomonas aeruginosa Genome Database.
Relation and Phenotype Identification
We use the cascaded finite state automata to recognize the gene regulatory relation and phenotype information. The cascaded finite state automata are implemented by a CASS parser (Abney, 1996) . CASS parser is a robust and speedy partial parser. Our rules for gene regulatory relation and phenotype information recognition are written in the CASS grammar. Some previous systems also use the CASS parser to recognize the regulatory gene/protein relation information. The most famous one is the STRING-IE system in EMBL project (Saric et al., 2005) . We follow some basic grammar in STRING-IE with some supplemental grammar rules. For example, in Tables 1, and 2 , there are some examples of our CASS grammar in finding the gene regulatory relations. These examples cannot be recognized by the STRING-IE CASS grammar. The first line of these tables is the grammar we provide for the CASS parser. The next line is the meaning of this grammar. Then we provide a real sentence from a biomedical paper. In the end, we provide the extracted gene regulatory relation information. 
Unrecognized Sentences Detection and Ranking
It is difficult to build up complete rules to recognize all entities and relations. IE stores the potential sentences to detect possible template candidates. Experts can create new templates based on template candidates' information. We choose the template candidates in this way: if a sentence includes gene/protein names and fails to match the existing pattern, we assign this sentence as a template candidate. However, it is difficult to dis-cover useful information if there are too many template candidates. Therefore, we need to rank the template candidates. Ling et al. (2006) provided a sentenceranking schema which is very good for evaluating sentences. We use this schema with some changes. Our sentence-ranking schema includes two kinds of ranking:
(1) Document Relevance Score-Sd A document relevance score uses the similar vector space model and cosine similarity to compare a sentence vector and document vector. Details of Sd can be found in (Ling et al., 2006) .
(2) Location Document Relevance Score-Sl In (Ling et al., 2006) , the schema assigned the location score as follows: if the sentence is the last sentence of an abstract, then 1, otherwise 0. We find there are other location-related hints in evaluating the sentence. First, title information is usually important and informative, so we assign title's location score as 1. Second, we find that whenever one gene or protein is mentioned in the text, the description of its function or relationship with other gene/subsystem may be somewhere close. So, if a sentence includes a gene/protein name, and this name is mentioned nearly (at most three sentences away), we assign Sl as 1.
(3) Sentence-Ranking Score The final score of a sentence S is a weighted sum of the three scores: S=0.7 Sd+0.3 Sl. After IE Module, GRNS stores all candidate sentences and their sentences-ranking scores, and sorts all sentences based on sentence-ranking scores. 
Automatic Construction and Visualization of Regulatory Networks
After the IE Module, the GRNS constructs the regulatory networks based on the entity and relation information extracted from biomedical literature. GRNS provides an automatically interactive visualization method to visualize and integrate the biomedical evidence to the visualized regulatory networks. Interactive visualization of regulatory networks provides an interactive way to browse the regulatory networks .
Results and Evaluation
First, we show the text mining results for the paper-"Biosynthesis of Pyochelin and Dihydroaeruginoic Acid Requires the Iron-Regulated pchDCBA Operon in Pseudomonas aeruginosa" in the GRNS (PMID: 8982005) (Serino et al., 1997) . Then we provide a regulatory network constructed by extracting data from 200 randomly selected papers about the Pseudomonas aeruginosa Genome and filter out to display the data on the Type III secretion subsystem. Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an environmental bacterium, which causes serious human infections, especially in those with reduced immunity, patients with Cystic Fibrosis or severe burns (Shiwani et al., 1997) . In the end, we provide the evaluation result for the GRNS.
A text mining results for the paper with PMID 8982005
The text mining results for the paper with PMID 8982005 is shown in Fig. 3 . The results include the strain number and genotype information, the gene regulatory relation information, the phenotype information, the unrecognized sentences, and the visualized gene regulatory network based on the extracted gene relation information.
The Type III secretion Subsystem
The regulatory network of Type III secretion subsystem (TTSS for short) is shown in Fig. 4 . The TTSS is an important virulence factor of P. aeruginosa: it inhibits host defense systems by inducing apoptosis in macrophages, polymorphonuclear phagocytes, and cells. The TTSS contains a syringe like apparatus, which can directly inject the effector proteins from the bacterium cytoplasm into the host cell cytosol, causing cell death. The P. aeruginosa TTSS machinery is encoded by 31 genes arranged in four operons on the chromosome. Four effector proteins, ExoS, ExoT, ExoY and ExoU have been found in P. aeruginosa. According to the current working model, the needle forms a pole in the host cell membrane, and the effector proteins are delivered through the hollow needle. Based on published research, we divide the TTSS translocation process into six steps, as presented in the black boxes. Following the boxes, we use the "Type III Secretion System" to represent the overall function of this subsystem. We find that the regulatory network can clearly describe the relationship in the Type III secretion subsystem.
The Evaluation Results
We use precision and recall to evaluate the results of the GRNS. Precision and recall are the most common parameters when evaluating the IE system. Precision is to evaluate whether the system can only extract correct information, recall is to evaluate whether the system can recognize all useful information (Cohen, 2005 ). The To evaluate the precision and recall of the extracted information, it is necessary to manually analyze all information in the corpus and compare them with the extracted information. We provide the evaluation results in Table 3 . From the evaluation results in Table 3 , we can see that the GRNS has high precision and good recall in extracting relation information and other gene regulatory information. In the above table, the recall rate was lower 0.74, because we had to build a more elaborate dictionary and grammar for the specific PA genome in order to improve the results. In our future work, we will improve these results.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the framework of a Gene Regulatory Networks System: GRNS. It can automatically mine biomedical literature and construct gene regulatory networks. GRNS utilizes a rule-based method to extract useful information from biomedical literature. Then GRNS automatically constructs and visualizes the regulatory networks based on the information extracted and some existed domain-specific knowledge. To supplement the manual templates, GRNS detects the potentially informative sentences and save them. All saved sentences are sorted by a heuristic sentence ranking score.
